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Calibration point 1 = 0 height = 0 pressure 

Calibration point 2 = Height 1 = Volume 1

Calibration Point 3 = H1 + H2 = Volume 1 + Volume 2
or simply the height of the tank = volume of the tankExample:

Volume 1 calculated to be  200 litters
Volume 2 calculated to be  800 litters
Height 1 measured 40 cm
Height 2  measured 60  cm
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Regularly Shaped Tanks

Irregularly Shaped Tanks

Empirical Calibration Method

Step 1: Enter the �rst calibration point when tank is empty and assign “0” 
litters/gallons to it
Step  2: Start  �lling up the tank. 
Step 3: Stop at every “X” litters/gallons and enter new  calibration point, 
then enter the amount of fuel in the tank added so far e. g. 100 litters
Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 entering additional calibration points and 
asign to  them the amount of fuel added in the tank so far
Last Step: Add the last (tank full) calibration point and the corresponding 
amount of fuel this tank holds. 

Irregularly shaped tanks (thanks that are not square, rectangular or cylindrical) need three or more calibration points. 
Calibration of irregular shape tank can be done either through a scienti�c way or through an empirical way.

Regularly shaped tanks (square, rectangular or cylindrical) need only two calibration points: one for empty tank and 
corresponding to 0 amount of liquid, and one for full tank corresponding to the full volume that the tank may contain. 
When the calibration points are entered in the sensor con�guration, the sensor will calculate the volume of the fuel based 
on  the hight of the liquid in the tank.   

Regardless of the tank shape,  the  best calibration could achieved  when  �lling the tank  with measured amount of 
liquid e.g. �lling fuel tank at the pump. 

Volume 1

Volume 2

Bottom port / Sensor position

Empty Point 1 = 0L

Full Point 8 = 700L

Point 2 = 100L

Point 3 = 200L
Point 4 = 300L
Point 5 = 400L
Point 6 = 500L
Point 7= 600L

Scienti�c Calibration Method if one knows the dimension of the tank, one can calculate the volume for each section and 
enter a calibration point for each section of the tank where shape changes. The two end calibration points empty tank, 
and full tank must always be speci�ed, and extra calibration points could be added at every  horizontal plane where tank 
shape changes from one shape to another as in the example below:


